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familiar pattern of French economic life.1 It made for greater
efficiency of production, but had not gone faf enough by 1939
to enable France to compete in output with Germany. French-
men had lost enough of their personal economic independence
to put large numbers of workers at the mercy of cartels: but
had not gained enough in national security to protect them
from the enemy across the Rhine. As in so many other ways,
France fell between two stools in 1940.
The second is the growth of joint-stock companies—societes
anonymes. Though little used in industry until after 1865, joint
stock had long been used for railways and public utility com-
panies. But only when Napoleon III in 1868 did away with
need for the separate official authorization of each company did
they begin to be more extensively used. By 1870, 223 new com-
panies were formed, and by 1878 it had become the normal
type of organization for all large commercial and industrial
undertakings. By 1911-12, the average annual crop of new
joint-stock companies was 1,500. By the nineteen-thirties there
were some 50,000 share companies in France. This immense
expansion, which meant on one hand the rise of a vast class of
small investors and even a new rentier class, meant also the
exploitation of great blocs of associated and anonymous capital
by wealthy directors and trust magnates. It meant putting new
powers of direction and control of national wealth into the
hands of big business,^ and professional finance. As Anatole
France remarked in File des Pingouins, 'After making its escape
from the authority of kings and emperors, after three times pro-
claiming liberty, France has been brought into subjection by
financial companies which command the country's wealth,
and, by means of a bought Press, control public opinion.' Be-
cause these developments in France coincided in time with
similar development in Britain and Germany, the companies
1 Cf. J. H. Clapham: The Economic Development of France and
Germany, 181^1^14. (1921), pp. 258 ff. And cf. W. F. Ogburn and W.
Jaflfe: The Economic Development of Post-War France: A Survey of Produc-
tion (1929); L'oeuvre de la Troisieme Rtpublique (1945), Part II, Chap. I
on 'La chronologic £conomique de la Hie Re'publique' by Jean
Weffler.

